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I can't reccommend this game in this state. Graphically its behind the times, by a long shot. The more pressing matter, however,
are the completely wonky controls, and the complete inability to map buttons. NO ONE flies a plane with 2 joysticks, one for
roll, one for pitch. It goes against EVERY SINGLE flight sim out there, and right now its next to impossible to change this.
Wait until someone decides to fix this before purchasing.. this game gives you the megaman feal right off the bat! then you start
to play the game and your reminded of megaman X. i cant put this game down! im addicted to it. seriously if you love megaman
you want this game. every playthrough is diffrent then the last. thank you to the developers for making this game. my life is a
little more enjoyable now.. The game is broken! The game randomly turns black and you can't exit out of certain doors.. GET
IT. PLAY IT. MASTER THE SAND.

This is one of those games where you play awhile, then get stumped and quit, come back a few weeks later, try again, and etc.
The replayability is high as well since it's difficult to find all the secrets the first time around. Extremely worth the $1 on sale..
This game will not work with recent NVIDIA PhysX drivers, it needs to use older drivers. NVIDIA broke backwards
compatibility with when they upgraded the API.

http://www.hardcoregames.biz/frontlines-fuel-of-war/

If you use the custom option to stop the NVIDIA driver update from changing the PhysX driver you should be OK with most
titles.

The review mentions known versions of PhysX that this game works with.
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Ahoy Me harties!

Firstly - V ARRR is actually quite a fun game and as close as your going to get currently to actually being a pirate - go check it
out guys.

As an early release with lots of room to improve, i'd reccomend it!

It's basically a wave based game, where you defend your ship against other pirates - gets a lot harder, i got to day 10 and died. In
between each wave you get a chance to buy upgrades to your weapons and ship but to get there, you have to look down at your
feet where you will see some rope and some text which states "Jump to Shop" - however, this doesn't mean to actually jump, as i
did - repeatadly - thinking that the game is broken as it's not porting me when i'm jumping. It simply means you need to bend
down and grab the rope to jump the shop. I'm 16 stone in weight and was jumping up and down whilst my fiancee was laughing
insanely at me.. One of my most favourite tower defense games. It is in the puzzle genre within tower defense (as in you cannot
place towers everywhere so you have to make good decisions and tactics are important). Difficulty is well balanced and its easy
to get into. There are only some moments where the curve increases a bit but you can always ask for help at the forums (helpfull
community and the dev too).

There are plenty of towers and lots of variety between them (for example there are towers that spawn marines which can
actually stop enemies or e.g. have abilities like laying mines). There are plenty of maps (~35). Maps are not too long so it doesn't
get boring. The enemies are also varied.

And finally you get 'star' points after winning a level which you can use for upgrades which give you a passive bonus on each
map or give you an active ability.

I would give it a 9. Could be improved with even more maps :).. I liked the concept, I bought the game. No decent controller
support: partial controller support is claimed but how do you configure it remains a mystery. No online help found. Too bad.. I
can apply all the same reviews to this game as te last which I will list in a second, but the reason I like this game the most is
because it allowed a lot more of flexibility of what you did and where you could go. I also like that they creators made sure the
story didn't stray from the original and that made me pleased considering it can sometimes be difficult to keep the main plot
even while adding other aspects into it ( such as all he new characters and enviroments ). Now this next part is the previouse
review that I believe still fits in to this second chapter, but befor I start this next part I would like to add that I hope there will be
a third chapter to this game.
  I loved this game, it wasn't just the amazing soundtrack and stunning visuals that drew me to it. To me it was the story, playing
this game makes you feel as though you were the actual person. You get to know the people you meet, and the people you dont
meet. This is one of my personal favorite games I have played, I played this on youtube, but if you play it on your own please
take in the surroundings and see the thrilling detail that the developers have put into this game.. Low cost, simple made, short. If
you were absorbed in bhob maps, you definitely can regard this. Deleted old reveiw due to disturbing amouts of death threat
messages)
Uf you like any of the other visuale novels on Steam you should find quite a few things to enjoy in this game, a little expensive
yeah but for the content i think its worth your steam wallet.
Also boobs, thats enough to garuntee most of steam will buy it; i mean have you seen the Sakura series? People eat that up to the
point they have a damn clicker spinoff.

Long story short i reccomend and don't intend to offend.. Was fun to play. A lovely made game.. The English was so bad in this
that I couldn't even keep playing. I can usually figure out the main points of what a bad translation is saying, but not htis time.
Do not wasted your time until the translation is improved.. Until recently (ie. Quiplash, and the party box 2), JackBox had a
great formula and unique party-game style BUT there were terrible control options and they all felt like a bad port.

I'd pass on all of the older You Don't Know Jack titles and go for the more modern JackBox games that let people use mobile
devices as the controllers.

Bottom line: great ideas and fun here, but terrible interface, controls, and overal wasted potential.. Although it's nothing like
real life cracking, Hacker Evolution is pretty fun. It's definitly not for everyone, but anyone who's comfortable with Linux
and likes solving puzzles will love this game.
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9\/10 Soundtrack

7\/10 Visual (Display resolutions are hardcoded.)

8\/10 Gameplay (Difficulty ramps up fast.)
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